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Where there's Smoke ...
By Mark Thayer (email)
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Monday morning I stumbled out of bed about 6:00 a.m. and my wife, who smelled smoke about 2:30 and got up,
greeted me with the news that a wildfire had roared from Calistoga to Santa Rosa overnight. That's a distance of
25 miles between roughly 11 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. She told me that two major hospitals, Kaiser and Sutter, were
being evacuated. They line U.S. 101, the fabled Redwood Highway, at the northern edge of Santa Rosa.
Within an hour we were learning that U.S. 101 was closed and the fire - fanned by winds close to 70 miles per
hour -- had jumped six lanes of freeway and two frontage roads to attack a K-Mart, Trader Joe's and a couple of
miles of closely spaced homes in tracts on the north side of Santa Rosa. Two mobile home parks were burned as
well as two upscale inns where, among others, Ronnie Lott and Barry Bonds were staying, having attended a
charity golf tournament in the nearby Mayacama Golf Course.
My wife, Jean Herschede, went off to a local grocery store in search of breakfast food for the evacuees at the local
fairgrounds while I tried to wrap my head around what turned out to be five major fires within a 60-mile radius of
the house.
We live in Cloverdale, a Russian River town about 30 miles north of Santa Rosa, where the famed Sonoma
County vineyards meet the majestic Redwoods and more recently the legal gardens of cannabis growers.
Imagine my shock on learning that another fire was about five to eight miles southeast of us in the hills above the
Russian River. Friends living in those hills had been rousted from their homes in the middle of the night Sunday,
allowed to return home Monday and again urged to leave Monday evening. Today (Tuesday) the winds have died
down and the mandatory evacuation for them has been lifted.
Too much rain, then not enough ...
We live in town on a small lot with city limits bordering us on two sides. That's where the county begins with
deeded open space. There are lots of trees and vegetation which thrived in the spring and early summer after a
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winter that saw 75 inches of rain vs. the more normal 35 inches. Needless to say the available fire load is scary
when there's been almost no rain since April and little expected before mid-November.
One of the evacuation centers set up by the county for the 20,000 people who fled is at the Cloverdale Citrus
Fairgrounds. Monday night members of the Rotary Club of Cloverdale pulled together to prepare a spaghetti
dinner with salad and bread for 120 suddenly-homeless people. In addition, members of the community showed
up with cases of water, dozens of eggs, sleeping bags, air mattresses and more. Next morning the LDS church
took over the cooking chores and made good use of the eggs whipping up cinnamon French toast.
The California National Guard delivered a pallet of cots, including those with special needs, plus pillows and
blankets. Once again, we saw those who can least afford it, bring in food, clothing, and games to help those in
sudden need.
As the wind died today, the spread of the fire slowed, but did not stop. The small fire southeast of our home saw a
helicopter and fixed wing aircraft make one pass over the very sparsely populated area and then head on. With
fewer fires, that blaze would have seen a "full-on" air attack yesterday as it advanced toward homes in the hills
overlooking the Alexander Valley.
Today we picked up masks as the air is deemed "unhealthy," as the wind died and the smoke settled in the
valleys. This boon for firefighters is not so great for our lungs and the wind is forecast to pick up again tonight.
And, as secretary for our local Rotary Club, I had to tell our members that our big annual fund-raiser, a bike ride
through those fabled vineyards, has been postponed indefinitely. That will have a real impact on our ability to
spread the $40,000 it raises among the many local and international projects the club supports.
Others in harm's way
Quite a few AP retirees live in Northern California, including former managing editor and San Francisco bureau
chief Martin Thompson. He and his wife Janet live in Oakmont, a suburb of Santa Rosa that was under mandatory
evacuation orders Wednesday morning. Connecting tried to contact Marty but could not reach him. Friends of
friends said that he and Janet were staying with their son in Sacramento but the fate of their home was unknown.
Do you know of Connecting colleagues affected by the fires? Are you such a person? Let us hear from you. Email
jimhood44@gmail.com or text to 571 326-7979 (don't give this number to Rachel at Card Services).
Soon we are forgotten ...
This is not meant to be critical of anyone, nor is it meant to be maudlin in anyway, but here we all sit remembering
the great events and personalities we shared as proud AP journalists. Then, a few decades later, I call the San
Francisco bureau, where I toiled for a few years, seeking information about Marty Thompson, longtime bureau
chief and later AP managing editor.
"Marty? No, I don't have any information about her," said the harried staffer on the other end of the line.

"Dumb Money" and the media
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First it was oil barons, then Wall Street insiders, then the telephone companies (remember them?) They all bought
Rolexes and Italian loafers and set out to take over the entertainment business and, to a lesser extent, the media,
including the backwater known as news. How did they do? Very poorly.
Now it's the turn of what has come to be known as Frightful Five, a term coined, or at least used by Farhad
Manjoo, who heads up the New York Times media beat. He notes that the Five -- Amazon, Apple, Facebook,
Microsoft and Google parent Alphabet -- have so far not had much luck at getting into the content or "creative" end
of the media business.
Verizon and AT&T are probably offended at being left off the list, since both still see themselves as swashbucklers
despite a notable lack of success despite their earlier start. Both have bought up one company after another,
expecting to soon become advertising and media titans. So far, it hasn't worked.
In fact, says Manjoo, the Five's struggles "suggest they can be as clueless about the changes wrought by
technology as the rest of us -- that they do not quite understand, and haven't yet begun to master, how to translate
their technological power into wider cultural power."
Good reading for anyone interested in where we go from here. Read the full piece here.

World Without Mind
While Hollywood may survive the cyber age, newspapers and magazines face a more difficult challenge, as former
New Republic editor Franklin Foer outlines in his new book, World Without Mind: The Existential Threat of Big
Tech Companies. Foer was brought in to edit the magazine when it was bought by Facebook co-founder Chris
Hughes.
After an initial spurt of enthusiasm, Foer grew disillusioned when he said the magazine came to rely too much on
data and algorithms that eventually cost it its soul. He sees the same thing happening to publications that rely on
Facebook, Google and other "platforms" to reach readers.
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The primary problem, he warns, is that relying on the platforms for
readers and advertising damages the brand integrity of papers
and magazines. "Facebook and Google end up worming their way
into the very fiber of the organizations that rely on them for traffic and therefore revenue," Foer said in a conversation with the
Nieman Lab.
"The future of journalism - not just as a business, but as an
enterprise - demands that we find some way to break free from
the platforms. Newspaper publishers are doing interesting things
in this regard in that they've decided to take on the platforms as an
antitrust issue. They're trying to find a policy solution for the
problem. You know, bravo. You know, kudos to them for making
that effort - because that's probably ultimately what it's going to
take," Foer said. Read the complete interview here.

Project Loon
Then there's Project Loon. It might sound loony but Alphabet, the
dumbly named Google parent, has won Federal Communications
Commission approval to restore wireless service to Puerto Rico by
using giant balloons. Loon still needs to find a telco partner -preferably AT&T or T-Mobile -- to provide cellular service through
the balloons, according to the Wall Street Journal. Those two
companies operate on the same frequency bands authorized for
the balloons.
"More than two weeks after Hurricane Maria struck, millions of
Puerto Ricans are still without access to much-needed communications services," FCC Chairman Ajit Pai said in a
statement Saturday.
"That's why we need to take innovative approaches to help restore connectivity on the island. Project Loon is one
such approach." He urged wireless carriers to cooperate with Alphabet.
AT&T has already set up temporary links on some parts of the island and local telcos are trying to get back into
service but it will be a long time before enough cell towers are in place to restore service to previous levels. Read
the complete WSJ story here.

Connecting Mailbox
Remembering Anne Jackson
In Wednesday's Connecting, I recounted the help I got from the Dallas bureau secretary when President Reagan
was shot. I remember her well but wasn't confident about her last name.
Connecting colleague John Willis (email), a former broadcast executive in Texas, to the rescue:
Just reading your story on the flight back to NY, and the mention of the Dallas Bureau secretary. Her name was
Anne Jackson. I called her Annie, and she was a jewel. She was one of the bright spots in my days on the road,
having to check in with the Dallas bureau at least twice a day for messages back then.
Annie, I am told, did some modeling in her younger days. She lived in an apartment on Lover's Lane in Dallas and
she had a "loquat" tree in her yard. For three or four years we bantered on the phone and planned the annual
"loquat festival on Lover's Lane" as an inside joke.
The last time I talked with her was in 2000, I think. I was playing golf with Doug Kienitz and Tom DeCola at
Kapalua on Maui as part of The Lechers of Golf tourney. We were sitting on a tee with a beautiful vista in front of
us and I got the idea that we should call Annie to say "hello." We did, and she was most surprised to hear from
us, of course.
Just one of the many wonderful people I got to work with in my AP years. Annie was just awesome.

Head shots
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Bill Kaczor (email):
All the recent posts about photographers and photography has prompted me to share a couple recent pictures. I
began taking sports photos for my wife, who was a high school yearbook adviser, about 10 years ago and stepped
it since retiring nearly five years ago strictly as a hobby.
I'm not much interested in sunsets and such. I love the action of sports. In all that time I had never gotten a shot of
a football player's helmet flying off until a couple weeks ago when I got two in one game. And then the next Sports
Illustrated arrives with a similar but, obviously, much more professional picture. My envy of the pros remains intact,
but I still want to show off my amateur stuff.
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On the beach
Gene Herrick (email)
This pix was taken last week on the beach at Emerald Isle, N.C. This pix shows 14-month-old Keller Buchanan,
from Baltimore, M.D. sitting on his riding toy and looking back at the incoming waves.

Nature's bounty
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At one point, your interloping editor had a photo of a colleague embracing a large vegetable. But both the image
and the cutline have been misplaced in the bowels of the Connecting Content Mismanagement System.
Resubmission would be welcomed.

Today in History

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Oct. 12, the 286th day of 2017. There are 80 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 12, 1492 (according to the Old Style calendar), Christopher Columbus arrived with his expedition in the
present-day Bahamas.
On this date:
In 1810, the German festival Oktoberfest was first held in Munich to celebrate the wedding of Bavarian Crown
Prince Ludwig and Princess Therese of Saxe-Hildburghausen.
In 1870, General Robert E. Lee died in Lexington, Virginia, at age 63.
In 1915, English nurse Edith Cavell was executed by a German firing squad for helping Allied soldiers escape
from occupied Belgium during World War I. Former President Theodore Roosevelt, speaking to the Knights of
Columbus in New York, criticized native-born Americans who identified themselves by dual nationalities, saying
that "a hyphenated American is not an American at all."
In 1933, bank robber John Dillinger escaped from a jail in Allen County, Ohio, with the help of his gang, who killed
the sheriff, Jess Sarber.
In 1942, during World War II, American naval forces defeated the Japanese in the Battle of Cape Esperance.
Attorney General Francis Biddle announced during a Columbus Day celebration at Carnegie Hall in New York that
Italian nationals in the United States would no longer be considered enemy aliens.
In 1964, the Soviet Union launched a Voskhod space capsule with a three-man crew on the first mission involving
more than one crew member (the flight lasted just over 24 hours).
In 1976, it was announced in China that Hua Guofeng had been named to succeed the late Mao Zedong as
chairman of the Communist Party; it was also announced that Mao's widow and three others, known as the "Gang
of Four," had been arrested.
In 1984, British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher escaped an attempt on her life when an Irish Republican Army
bomb exploded at a hotel in Brighton, England, killing five people.
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In 1986, the superpower meeting in Reykjavik, Iceland, ended in stalemate, with President Ronald Reagan and
Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev unable to agree on arms control or a date for a full-fledged summit in the
United States.
In 1997, singer John Denver was killed in the crash of his privately built aircraft in Monterey Bay, California; he
was 53.
In 2000, 17 sailors were killed in a suicide bomb attack on the destroyer USS Cole in Yemen.
In 2002, bombs blamed on al-Qaida-linked militants destroyed a nightclub on the Indonesian island of Bali, killing
202 people, including 88 Australians and seven Americans.
Copyright © 2017 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast,
written or redistributed.

Got a story or photos to share?
Got a story to share? A favorite memory of your AP days? Don't keep them to yourself. Share
with your colleagues by sending to Ye Olde Connec ng Editor. And don't forget to include
photos!
Here are some suggestions:
- Second chapters - You finished a great career. Now tell us about your second (and
third and fourth?) chapters of life.
- Spousal support - How your spouse helped in supporting your work during your
AP career.
- My most unusual story - tell us about an unusual, off the wall story that you
covered.
- "A silly mistake that you make"- a chance to 'fess up with a memorable mistake in your journalistic career.
- Multigenerational AP families - profiles of families whose service spanned two or more generations.
- Volunteering - benefit your colleagues by sharing volunteer stories - with ideas on such work they can do
themselves.
- First job - How did you get your first job in journalism?
- Connecting "selfies" - a word and photo self-profile of you and your career, and what you are doing today. Both
for new members and those who have been with us a while.
- Most unusual place a story assignment took you.
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Paul Stevens
Editor, Connec ng newsle er
paulstevens46@gmail.com
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